LifeStream Remote Health
Monitoring Solution
TM

Connected Care. Anytime, Anywhere.
There’s no place like home for your patient. That’s why we’re providing
everything you need to make remote monitoring a convenient and
effective experience for patients and the care providers.
Life Care Solutions has been providing remote monitoring technology and
services for 20 years. Our LifeStream end-to-end solutions are guided and
supported by on-staff telehealth clinicians, who work with every customer
to help make remote care a simpler proposition, while ensuring patient
safety and system effectiveness.

Relatives of
homebound patients
can truly take part
in the patient’s care
planning. They can
virtually sit in on all of
the meetings where
clinicians and patients
are discussing care
plans and progress.
This is a very powerful
thing for patients. We
have seen patients tear
up simply because they
are able to see their
loved ones — who
might live in another
city, state or country —
during these sessions.
It is so moving that
it sometimes has the
staff tearing up as
well. Really, sometimes
there are just tears all
around."
– Diane, RN, BayCare

LifeStream is an Ecosystem that
Connects Patients and Clinicians
LifeStream is intuitive and easy to use. As a clinician, you always know where to
focus care efforts as you can access dashboards and alerts from any location. You
can assign questionnaires and patient comprehension, making it easy to evaluate
and prioritize patients. It is also easy to connect with patients — and include family
members — by initiating video visits from our clinical dashboard.
The LifeStream solution includes a Genesis Touch® tablet that we've customized
for patients to use in their own homes. Genesis Touch helps patients communicate
with caregivers and learn more about their diseases, health conditions and related
treatments.
Our end-to-end solution meets regulatory requirements in the United States
and Canada. The result is high-quality products that have passed rigorous testing.
Best of all, LifeStream offers everything you need to make remote patient care
a success — consulting from our clinicians, customized training, 24/7 technical
support, data analytics, reporting, inventory management, clinical monitoring
services and more.

LifeStream Remote
Health Monitoring
Solution
CONNECTING THE TELEHEALTH ECOSYSTEM

Our telehealth ecosystem focuses on the patient by
providing remote patient monitoring solutions to help
streamline care coordination and improve outcomes.
Your organization can efficiently implement remote
care initiatives by relying on our program development,
planning and support. Additional services, such
as our clinical monitoring services and inventory
management, help keep your telehealth programs
running smoothly.
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LifeStream:
Driven by Clinicians
PROVIDING POWERFUL SOFTWARE THAT EMPOWERS CLINICIANS

Video Visits

Pain Monitoring

Integrated video

Patient Health
Questionnaires

Patients’ pain levels can

Educational Video
Library

capabilities enable

Select and assign standard

be self-assessed with

Our library of educational

clinicians to initiate

questions. Or customize

the Wong-Baker FACES

and manage video

questions to monitor

pain rating scale.

patients to better manage

consultations directly

behavioral health and

Clinicians receive alerts

their health. With LifeStream,

from LifeStream’s

other conditions.

to promptly respond to

you can preview/assign

clinical dashboard.

Remotely schedule and

patient’s changing pain

videos and monitor patient’s

modify questionnaires

levels.

video viewing.

as needed.
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videos helps you coach

Reporting

Interoperability

Our preconfigured reports are

Remote Patient
Management

An HL7 interface

Enhanced Web
Browser Compatibility

easy to customize and export,

An easy-to-use,

engine allows for

Access LifeStream on the

including information to help

calendar-based interface

easy communication

web, from a growing list

with CMS reimbursement.

helps schedule vitals

across multiple EHR

of the most popular web

Advanced options are

readings, questions and

platforms.

browsers for PC and Mac.

available to help analyze

education with patients.

data and determine ROI
and program success.

LifeStream: Genesis Touch
Patient Tablet
EMPOWERING PATIENTS TO CONNECT WITH CAREGIVERS
There were several
times when I was
not feeling well and
through telehealth
visits the nurses
were able to help. By
reviewing my vital
signs and observing
me through telehealth
visits, my nurses
worked with my
physician to change
my medication and got
my symptoms back
under control. Best of
all I was able to stay at
home where I want to
be rather than going
back to the hospital."
– Jim, end-stage COPD
patient

LifeStream seamlessly connects with the Genesis Touch® interface to:
• Connect with caregivers via video calls
• Collect vitals
• Assess pain levels
• Answer condition-specific questions
• Learn about their health conditions through educational videos
The tablet easily pairs with
the latest Bluetooth ®-enabled
peripherals for secure one-to-one
wireless connectivity, and quick
setup in the home. It also features
friendly audio and visual prompts
in multiple languages.

LifeStream: Monitoring
Peripherals
ADDRESSING THE NEEDS OF PATIENTS

LifeStream is compatible with Bluetooth-enabled
peripherals that have been proven to provide
accurate readings, helping care providers monitor a
wider variety of patient populations from a variety of
settings. Our standard patient kit contains the blood
pressure monitor, wireless scale and pulse oximeter.

Welch Allyn®
Blood Pressure Monitor

Welch Allyn®
Wireless Scale
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Nonin®
Pulse Oximeter

Clinical Monitoring Services
CALL CENTER WITH THREE SERVICE LEVELS FOR REMOTE MONITORING

RN OVERSIGHT MODEL

RN COORDINATING MODEL

• A clinical call center's healthcare

• A RN acknowledges all high priority

RN CASE MANAGEMENT

• Full-service case management

technician acknowledges all

alerts. A healthcare technician

services provided by a RN,

alerts, and coordinates member

acknowledges other alert types.

customized to your program goals.

interventions under RN

• A RN provides disease-specific

supervision.

education.

• Escalation to the next level of

• A RN acknowledges all high priority
alerts. A healthcare technician
acknowledges other alert types.

required communication is handled
by the healthcare technician.

• A RN provides disease-specific
education.

Inventory
Management Services

Flexible
Procurement Options

KEEPING YOU FOCUSED ON PATIENT CARE

MAKING IT EASY FOR YOU TO PURCHASE

Customized patient monitoring kits are shipped

We will structure the deal that meets your needs.

directly to your patients’ doorstep, with all

Subscriptions ensure patients have access

peripherals connected and ready to use. Large-

to the latest hardware and peripherals at the

print, colorful setup instructions guide patients

beginning of the contract, while clinicians utilize

through taking their first measurement. Our included

the latest remote patient monitoring features, at a

shipping label and packaging makes it easy to send

predictable monthly cost. Rentals allow you to flex

everything back.

your telehealth program to meet higher demand.
Purchase options are also available.
Resideo is proud to be a FDA and ISO 13485:2016 registered company.
CAUTION: Federal Law (USA) restricts this device to sale by or on the order of
a physician or other health care practitioner licensed by the state.
LifeStreamTM and Genesis Touch ® are either trademarks or registered trademarks
of Resideo Technologies, Inc. All other product names, trademarks, logos and
brands cited herein, are property of their respective owners.
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